
How-To Guide:

Launching Your Service Line Inventory
Lead Service Line Management starts with inventorying. Learn how you can 
set yourself up for success as you begin this process.

The proposed revisions to the Lead and Copper Rule mandate that all public 
water systems need to conduct and maintain location-based Lead Service Line 
inventories, as well as develop a Lead Service Line Plan with replacement goals.

What’s Changed?
The revised LCR would mandate annual inventory updates and the creation of 
an LSL Plan. Replacement activites are tied to concentration levels. 
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The Action Level in the 
revised LCR will remain 

the same, with 
concentrations above 

15 ppb requiring actions 
to control corrosion.

The revised LCR 
introduces this new 

trigger level, requiring 
more proactive planning 

in communities with 
LSLs.

If the 90th perecentile 
monitoring results are 

between 10-15 ppb, the 
system will be required to 

pursue a replacement 
goal.

Any system with an 
action level exceedance 
needs to replace 3% of 

identified LSLs for at least 
two years 

(down from 7%).

Today, LSL inventorying only needs to happen in the 

following scenarios: 

LSLI Today: LSLI in the Future:
With the revised LCR, all utilities will need to create 

an inventory - whether they have LSLs or not. 

Location-based accounting of LSLs (tracking both 

public and private at every location)

Tracking segments

LSLI will need to be transparently shared & publicly 

available

Inventory will directly impact the Tier list

Utilities will need to create annual LSLIs, sharing with 

state primacies once a year

A state has an existing LSL policy

Utilities are creating tier lists that depend on LSL 

data

A utility has a compliance issue

Field teams encounter LSLs while working
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Where does your team stand?

We polled more than 100 webinar 
attendees on where they currently 
stand with their LSL Inventory process. 
These are the results. 

Very few respondants have a complete 
inventory - and while a sizable portion 
of responders have some records on 
both the public and private side, 
almost half of all respondants have 
incomplete records in some form.

Lead Pipe Timeline

If you live in a city that was developed before 1988, it’s possible that you have lead pipes in your system. No 
matter what, you will have to account for lines via an inventory–something for which many utilities lack 
reliable or complete data. 
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LIA Campaigns 
End

Changes to plumbing 
codes

E�ective LSL 
ban

There’s not a lot of agreement about what qualifies as a Lead Service Line.

The current EPA definition lacks complete clarity–we recommend that utilties operate under our recommend 
“future-proof” definition to ensure they’re on the leading edge of LSL management.

What is a Lead Service Line?

Current EPA Definition: Future-proof definition

“Lead service line means a service line 

made of lead, which connects the water 

main to the buying inlet. A lead service line 

may be owned by the water system, owned 

by the property owner, or both. For the 

purpose of this subpart, a galvanized service 

line is considered a lead service line if it ever 

was or is currently downstream of any lead 

service line or service line of unknown 

material.” 

We recommend that inventories detail the 

following public and private information for 

a service line inventory that will stand the 

test of time and protect public health: 

• Lead Pipes

• Lead Fittings

• Copper with Lead solder

• Galvanized lines

• Unknown materials
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LSL Inventory: Tactics
Inventorying is the center of Lead Service Line Management. It a�ects 
every step down the line in achieving compliance.  

Suggested Timeline

Years 1-5: 
Generate
Inventory

Gather existing
 data

Replace/Update
Lines

Conduct 
inventory

Prioritize 
Areas

Years 5-20:
Maintain Inventory & 

Replace Lines

Create Preliminary Inventory

Finalize Communication Plan

Validate Inventory

Replace LSLs

Post-Replacement Sampling & Remediation

What’s needed for a holistic LSL plan?

$200-$400/line for hydrovacing

$1,000-$2,500/line for excavation

$2,000-$5,000/line to replace

$1.2-$20 billion to identify

$9-$50 billion to replace

The potential cost of digging

There are 6-10 million LSLs nationwide. Identifying them is a multi-billion dollar industry.
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The first step toward creating an inventory is to ensure that your plan is in place. Make sure you have the 
following locked down:

Step 1: Document Your LSL Plan

Check policies and plumbing codes: Learn 
when Lead Service Lines were allowed and 
when they became restricted in your city

Examine Existing Data: Understand material 
styles, install years, and pipe sizes wherever 
possible

Layer in City Records: Information such as tax 
parcel data can help you understand home 
age and other relevant data points

• Work order systems
• Billing systems
• LCR sites
• GIS
• As-builts
• Tap cards
• Contractor records

Data Sources:

Internal team: Define team leaders, roles and responsibilities, etc to ensure there are clear owners for 
every step of the process

Data management strategy: How will you manage data over the coming years? Ensure you have a 
system in place to centralize, store, and manage all the data that goes into a project like this

Opportunities to inventory: Be sure that you have plenty of opportunities for your field team to 
interact with service lines and update the inventory throughout the project

Inventory timelines: Set up your ideal timeline for completing the LSL inventory to achieve 
compliance

Replacement rates: Decide at what rates you will replace any found LSLs each year–being sure to 
stay within the bounds of the revised LCR

Communication: How will you engage with the public throughout this process? Have a proactive 
communication strategy set up and finalized from the start

Step 2: Prepare Preliminary Inventory

Gather existing data:

Time to generate your preliminary inventory. What’s next?

Fill in limited data gaps

Generate a time-based inventory

Generate a geographically-based inventory

Use predictive modeling
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There are a few di�erent options for how you can best verify and finalize your inventory.

Don’t execute expensive digs based on unreliable data... bring 
more confidence to your program. 
Take a confident first step 

With predictive modeling (such as 120Water’s LSL Probability Finder), water 

utilities and related agencies can quantify the e�ort and resources they will 

need to tackle our drinking water infrastructure challenge. Modern 

technology can jump-start the inventory process.

Centralize your service line inventory data

Several inputs go into a service line inventory – GIS, historical paper data, 

customer information, and demographic information. It’s key to 

centralize all key data, keeping critical components together so that you 

can manage successful replacement programs.

Visualize lead service lines

You’ll need a quick and easy way to get a full picture of your LSLR Program. Look for a software program that can provide a visual 

view of customers and service line connections so that you can view and map your progress at a glance. 120Water o�ers a choice 

of an easy-to-use GIS or integrating with your existing system to provide this view.

Step 3: Validate & Complete the Inventory 

Profile Sampling: Collecting back-to-back volumes of water that allow you to look at lead 
concentrations from the home to the main line.

Lead Check Swabs: Can be used on visible portions of lead service lines by field teams or customers. 
The lead check swab will turn red if there’s lead in the pipe when applied. This is a good strategy if 
there are exposed parts of the line. 

Customers: Engaging your customers is a great way to get information on the private side–you can 
use surveys, photos, sta� inspections, and water samples

Hydrovacing: Takes highly pressurized water and exposes a visible poriton of the pipe without need-
ing to excavate an entire yard. With this strategy, there is a danger of missing some segments since 
you aren’t exposing the entire line
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Next, you will need to think about how to prioritize any eventual replacement.

One method is prioritizing by probabilities or by construction year - this can be a 
tiered approach targeting certain blocks or neighborhoods.

We also suggest looking at census records to ensure that you’re protecting those at 
the highest risk of lead exposure. This list includes:

• Children less than 6 years old

• Children living at or below the federal poverty level

• Pregnant women

• Refugees

• Children who were adopted from outside the U.S.

Under the revised LCR, water systems  of a certain size would need to publish LSL inventories online and 
notify customers served by LSLs each year.  

There are several systems who have set up public LSL dashboards. Learn from these outstanding examples 
so that you can create a comprehensive tool for your community–especially renters–to learn more about if 
they have Lead Service Lines.

In terms of annual notifications–set up system to trigger notifications to all residents as mandated by the 
new rule, and be prepared to educate and engage with those customers when the time comes. These 
notifications could increase public pressure to replace LSLs, so be sure to have clear, proactive 
communication laying out your plan to the public.

Great Cincinnati Water Works is just one example of an excellent public-facing LSL dashboard.

Step 4: Prioritize for Replacement

Step 5: Share Inventory With The Public
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Be specific and codify definitions of Lead Service Lines

Identify data sources and uncertainties

Determine what data is needed, how it’s defined, who inputs it, and who 
manages it

Take advantage of all opportunities to manage the inventory

No matter where you are in your lead journey, we can help. Our end-to-end platform is 
purpose-built for every step of lead service line management. If you’d like to learn more 

about how we can help you create and validate a preliminary inventory and then manage a 
full LSL lifecycle, you can schedule a personalized consultation at:

120Water.com

LSL Inventory: Conclusions
Set yourself up for success by being proactive and following best practices.

Start this process today.
You likely have current opportunities to identify LSLs that won’t cost extra money–take advantage of those to 
begin your process as soon as possible. Two years to create your inventory (as likely to be mandated by the 
revised LCR) is not a long time, so it’s imperative that you start early.

This is a great opportunity to future-proof your organization. Don’t just do the bare minimum–look into ways 
that you can collect data and put processes in places that will ensure you’re ready for any upcoming change in 
regulation, whether it’s at the federal or state level. 

Be ready to seize funding opportunities. Requirements for accessing funds are often based on having an 
inventory. Be ready to raise your hand for grants for low-interest loans.

Lasly, foster trust with your community. Be proactive and think about how you can engage and communicate 
with your residents about this process both before, during, and after inventorying. 

Key Recommendations
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